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THE NEW CRIMINAL OFFENCES AND NEW FINES

The long-awaited Pension Schemes Act 2021 (the Act) gained Royal Assent in February 
2021. The controversial and significant widening of the powers of the Pensions Regulator 
(the Regulator) have grabbed the pensions headlines. They should be of concern to: 

• any company or business, whether UK based or international, if they are in any way 
connected to a UK defined benefit (DB) pension scheme;

• anyone engaged in business with anyone who is connected with a UK DB pension scheme. 

We look at three of the areas where we have seen a notable increase in the Regulator’s powers 
– the introduction of two new criminal offences and the extension of the Regulator’s powers 
to gather information and issue financial civil penalties.

The Pension Scheme Act 2021 

The Act establishes a new set of criminal offences, punishable by imprisonment for up to 7 years 
(and/or an unlimited fine). When in force the offences will catch any conduct, which is deemed 
to have put a DB scheme’s benefits at risk, or to have intentionally reduced or compromised the 
employer’s debt (i.e. s75 debt) to the scheme without reasonable excuse. 

What are the New Criminal Offences?

It targets anyone acting without reasonable excuse not just the scheme sponsor.  This includes 
company directors, HR managers, professional advisers, banks, investors, commercial counterparties, 
trustees and all other third parties.

Who is covered by the new offences?

The law is new, so it is currently untested. No-one has been prosecuted. 

A key question is how frequently do we expect these powers to be used in practice? It is hard to say 
at this stage. The Department of Work and Pensions estimated between zero and five convictions a 
year, with between zero and two resulting in jail sentences. So, jail isn’t likely to be common, but it 
is not so unlikely that it can be discounted.

How often will the new offences apply?
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The criminal offences are very wide. As it is criminal it means that the threshold for proof is higher 
than for a civil matter. For a successful conviction the offence must be proved “beyond reasonable 
doubt”. This can make it hard to convict.

 
It is likely that the Regulator will want to reserve these powers for extreme behaviour, where a 
conviction is likely. In practice, we imagine that prosecution is far more likely to be threatened than 
actually used.

How likely is a conviction?

Unlike most other criminal offences which are investigated by the police and prosecuted by the 
Crown Prosecution Service, these offences will usually be investigated and prosecuted by the 
Pensions Regulator. 

 
The normal criminal rules of evidence will apply. Suspects will have the usual protections of a caution 
before questioning, interviews to be recorded and the right to legal representation.

 
Due to the length of the sentence the offence is what is called “indictable”. This means that it will 
be heard in the Crown Court. Even though the offences may well be complex in nature they will still 
be heard before a jury. Judge only trials are rare.

How does the prosecution process work?

The criminal offences can apply to anyone whose behaviour could adversely affect a DB scheme. 
Those who work with trustees and people who do business with the sponsoring employer such as 
lenders, landlords, suppliers and customers are covered. 

 
The Regulator has said that they want to focus on people who have significant decision-making 
power, but this does not exclude the possibility of those who ‘helped or encouraged’ the behaviour 
also being prosecuted. 

Which third parties are impacted?
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Professional advisers working within the scope of their professional requirements are, according to 
the Regulator, not going to be at risk. Whilst this is a helpful and expected position, all advisers must 
take care not to meander into areas where they are not competent to advise.

 
This is an area where carving out pensions law in the engagement letter or including a disclaimer 
that legal advice is not being given, will not help if the offences are in fact being committed and the 
adviser is a part of that transaction.

 
Acting in good faith or acting in ignorance is not a defence.

What about professional advisers?

There is no reason to stop doing business with employers of UK DB pension schemes, but there is 
a need to take more time, care and advice in doing so. The key words in the offence are “without 
reasonable excuse”. Behaviour that does not favour the pension scheme will still be possible, but 
you will need to show a good reason for it. 

 
It is important to properly consider and document actions and the reason for them, so that the 
“reasonable excuse” is absolutely clear. Dialogue between the sponsoring employer and trustees 
will be an important part of this. Taking a measured and considered approach should result in the 
Regulator not wishing to investigate but even if it does, the reasons for the behaviour will be clear so 
reducing the risk of prosecution being considered.

 
As these two new offences are shortly to become a reality, any group with a DB scheme (and any 
person advising or doing business with it) will need to think carefully about whether any activities, 
including "business as usual" activities, potentially fall foul of the Act. Refinancing, new debt, 
dividends are just some of the things that could fall inside the criminal offences unless “reasonable 
excuse” is shown.

 
Ultimately, certainty on the scope of the new offences will only come with judicial guidance. Until the 
offences have been tested in the courts, we will likely go through a period of heightened uncertainty, 
as the Act gives rise to genuine risks that will need to be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Should we stop doing business with employers of UK DB pension schemes?
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As an alternative to the criminal sanctions outlined above, the Act empowers the Regulator to issue 
much higher civil fines than it can at the moment. At present, the Regulator’s fines are capped at 
£5,000 for individuals and £50,000 for companies. The Act enables fines for up to £1 million for 
certain breaches, including failure to comply with a contribution notice, and providing the Regulator 
or the scheme trustees with false information. Fines for criminal behaviour can be unlimited.
 
Ironically, in future it may be better to say nothing to the trustees about how well the company is 
doing than be optimistic about its prospects.

Are there higher civil sanctions?

The Regulator’s information-gathering powers will also be extended. The Regulator, by giving written 
notice to trustees, scheme employers, professional advisers (and “any other person appearing to the 
Regulator to be a person who holds, or is likely to hold, information relevant to the exercise of the 
Regulator’s functions”) can require them to attend an interview.

 
The Act has also given the Regulator more power to enter any premises which is liable to inspection 
(i.e. a premises where administration of the scheme or the employer’s business takes place or where 
documents relevant to the scheme or the employer’s business are kept) at any reasonable time. 
Given the prevalence of working from home, it is possible that private homes (generally exempt from 
inspection) could be targeted by this power. 

 
The Regulator can also demand that documents are provided, can take copies of those documents 
and require further explanation from any person present at the premises. It is a criminal offence to 
refuse to co-operate with such an inspection without a reasonable excuse for that refusal.

 
These extended information gathering powers are enforceable by a series of escalating fines of up to 
£10,000 a day enabling the Regulator to take “fast, proportionate enforcement action”. In addition 
to this, a new fine of up to £1,000,000 is being introduced for those that deliberately provide false 
information to the Regulator or to scheme trustees. The fine can also be enforced against those who 
fail to comply with notifiable events requirements.

Are there widened powers of investigation?

There has been a great deal of concern about the breadth of the Regulator’s powers to prosecute 
the criminal offences introduced by the Act, especially as they are not limited to those involved in a 
defined benefit pension scheme and its group. There were many calls for limitations to be applied 
when the Act was debated before Parliament as a Bill, and the Regulator made it clear that it would 
provide guidance.

What’s the current position on the criminal offences?
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Given the significance of this guidance, the Regulator is consulting on it, in draft, very widely. The 
questions are broad and ask about the extent to which the guidance is clear and consistent with the 
policy intent. This clearly indicates that the Regulator does not believe that it can, in its guidance, 
restrict the policy intent from Parliament, and so comments about the breadth of the actual powers 
in the Act are not ones it can entertain.
 
The Regulator states that it is not expecting the offences and the use of its powers in the Act to change 
behaviour. The indication is that, so long as the pensions creditor is considered appropriately, the 
Regulator would not be minded to use its powers. However, the Regulator cannot clearly define the 
meaning of “appropriately”, so a clear pathway cannot be drawn for businesses. 

Although the Regulator does clarify that the use of these powers will be in similar circumstances to 
its existing powers to issue contribution notices (which demand payments into a pension scheme 
by group companies and directors), it also acknowledges that these powers are wider and can be 
issued against people unconnected with the pension scheme employer. Additionally, the Regulator 
has made it clear that the powers might be used where a contribution notice would be discounted 
because the expected return was so low.

 
The guidance should give some comfort about the way the Regulator is approaching its new powers. 
In particular, it is not expecting to focus on different issues from the ones it considers to date, such as: 

• engagement with the trustees and the Regulator, 

• “fair” treatment of the pensions creditor compared to other creditors, and 

• the importance of considering the pension scheme when funds are available for a business to use. 

 
The guidance is generally broadly drafted. Assurances that might indicate the limits of the use of the 
Regulator’s powers are caveated and the examples given of behaviour that is or is not acceptable do 
not give great detail on the approach to be taken. This limits the comfort given.

 
The breadth of the criminal offences constrains the extent to which the Regulator can give great 
clarity on when its powers may or may not be used. It is clearly linked to the policy intent behind 
the legislation which is to broaden the powers of the Regulator and allow them to be used in 
circumstances which are not clearly defined in advance. As such, the guidance is unable to limit 
the breadth of the powers in the Act. The risk is that the possibility of criminal sanctions (however 
remote) will discourage investment in, and trading with businesses with defined benefit pension 
plans. Ironically, this may lead to less strong employers of pension plans and lower security for 
pension scheme members.

 
The consultation period comes to an end on 22 April. The Regulator is likely to want to take some 
time to think about responses as the guidance has been criticised as inadequate in the pensions press 
and that is likely to be repeated in the formal responses it receives. It is expected that the Act will 
come into force in October and the policy will need to be in final form before then.
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The key actions for all parties involved in DB pension schemes in the run up to this legislation coming 
into force are:

• Keep abreast of developments and, if you can, send in responses to consultations.  Whilst the 
pensions industry will participate in consultations, comments from businesses with DB pension 
schemes are more powerful. 

• Look at the business as usual activities which might be caught by the Act that are due to happen 
later this year or early next and think about the justification for them now.  The fact they happen 
every year and have done for many years is not of itself good enough.

• Remember that well intentioned ignorance is not a defence and failing to get advice will not 
help. The best course is to make informed, considered and well documented decisions backed 
by advice.

• For events likely to occur later this year and next year, factor in time to contact the Regulator. 
Until we can gauge from experience how the Regulator will use these powers, engagement with 
it is likely to be the safest course. 

What are the key actions?
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Please note that this document is not a statement of the law and is intended for general information purposes only.  It  does not constitute 
advice and Arc Pensions Law is not responsible for any result arising from reliance on its content. Specific advice should be taken if you 
think any of the matters referred to affect you – please contact us if we can help. 

If you no longer wish to receive these communications from us, please do let us know and we will update our records.
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